CAN LOUIS VUITTON DANCE WITH HIPHONE? RETHINKING THE IDEA OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
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This Article reconsiders the relationship between social justice and intellectual property through the lens of two conflicting cultural phenomena in China. The first cultural phenomenon, called shanzhai, legitimizes the production of inexpensive and trendy products like the HiPhone. The second phenomenon is the rise of China as the largest luxury market in the world, unleashing an unprecedented increase in the consumer demand for luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton. The shanzhai phenomenon clashes with the IP protection that forms the foundation of the successful luxury market in China.

By exploring the conflict between these two cultural phenomena, this Article puts forward a new theory of social justice and intellectual property. This theory calls for intellectual property law to be redesigned to support the redistribution of three kinds of resources: benefits from technological development, cultural power, and sources of innovation. The focus on these three redistributive mandates functions to reorient the recent heated debate on social justice and intellectual property toward an inquiry about the redistribution of resources in intellectual property law.

The Article further considers the substantive and symbolic values of the theory in promoting social justice through intellectual property law. With respect to its substantive value, it shows that this theory has the potential to overcome the limitations of John Rawls’s Difference Principle in dealing with redistributive justice issues within the ambit of intellectual property law. Moreover, this theory is valuable because it sets workable goals for mobilizing social movements to achieve cumulative eradication of injustice through intellectual property law.
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INTRODUCTION

*Justice is the first virtue of social institutions, as truth is of systems of thought. A theory however elegant and economical must be rejected or revised if it is untrue; likewise laws and institutions no matter how efficient and well-arranged must be reformed or abolished if they are unjust.*

John Rawls

---

1 JOHN RAWLS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE 3 (1999).
If we do not take into account the distributive effects of intellectual property law and practices . . . the question is this: Do we control our institutions and inventions or do they, like Frankenstein’s monster, control us?

Keith Aoki

Powered by breakthroughs in scientific research, intellectual property (IP) has played a critical role in the economic and cultural development of modern society. IP law itself, however, has progressed without due attention to its effects on social justice, where reducing inequality is seen as essential for humanity and civilization. Instead, IP law has long been shaped by the perceived need to promote efficiency and protect individual interests in personhood and human labor.

Social justice as a human value became significant in IP law when it was discovered that IP protection causes serious inequality problems. IP restrictions can kill people. For example, people who are HIV-positive in Africa may not have the means to afford patent-protected HIV treatment drugs that could sustain their survival. IP can also constrain an individual’s ability to express her views in the public sphere because what people want to communicate, such as a passage from a copyrighted work or a trademarked logo, is often subject to proprietary control by an IP owner. Even though the fair use doctrine mitigates the speech-censoring function of copyright protection, this capability has been significantly diminished with the vast expansion of copyright protection over the past few decades.

Against the backdrop of “a global crisis in the governance of knowledge, technology and culture[,]” there has emerged an urgent call for reshaping IP law in favor of the “[l]ong-neglected concerns of the poor, the sick, the visually impaired and others[.]”

This Article seeks to rethink the relationship between social justice and IP by exploring two conflicting cultural phenomena in China. The first phenomenon, called *shanzhai*, legitimizes the provision of inexpensive and trendy products such as the HiPhone, which looks similar to an iPhone, offers similar functions, and uses the advertising slogan “not iPhone, better than iPhone.”

---


3 See, e.g., William Fisher, *Theories of Intellectual Property, in New Essays in the Legal and Political Theory of Property* 173 (Stephen R. Munzer ed., 2001) (stating that there are “four perspectives that currently dominate theoretical writing about intellectual property: Utilitarianism; Labor Theory; Personality Theory; and Social Planning Theory,” but pointing out that “[a]s yet, however, [Social Planning Theory] is less well established and recognized than the other three”).

4 See, e.g., *The Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, World Health Org.*, http://www.who.int/medicines/areas/policy/doha_declaration/en/index.html (last visited Feb. 25, 2012) (emphasizing the fact that “concerns had been growing that patent rules might restrict access to affordable medicines for populations in developing countries in their efforts to control diseases of public health importance, including HIV, tuberculosis and malaria”); Haochen Sun, *The Road to Doha and Beyond: Some Reflections on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health*, 15 EUR. J. INT’L L. 123 (2004) (arguing that the TRIPS Agreement should be interpreted to allow WTO members the maximum flexibility to increase access to essential medicines).


7 Id. at 2.

In June 2010, *Time* published an online list of the top ten *shanzhai* products in China.\(^9\) They included the HiPhone, APhone A6, iPed, and “China’s White Houses.”\(^10\) Even President Barack Obama is a victim of the *shanzhai* phenomenon; his image was used in an advertisement for the BlockBerry, a *shanzhai* cellular phone brand, implying he had endorsed the product.\(^11\) Many believe that *shanzhai* products are synonymous with IP piracy and counterfeiting. However, the law is still vague and few *shanzhai* producers have been penalized under IP law.\(^12\) Moreover, Western media such as *The Wall Street Journal*, *The New Yorker*, and *The New York Times* have largely portrayed the *shanzhai* phenomenon as a form of rebellion against the mainstream culture promoted for decades by the Chinese Communist Party.\(^13\) A recent *Harvard Law Review* article even discussed a legal case where the defendant attempted to use *shanzhai* as a defense against an allegation of IP infringement.\(^14\)

Growing rapidly and in parallel to the *shanzhai* phenomenon is wealthy Chinese people’s vastly increased demand for a wide variety of luxury products. Fueled by it, China has become the world’s largest luxury market.\(^15\) This contrasts sharply with the *shanzhai* trend because luxury brands require strong IP protection in order to ensure the success of the products and brand growth.

This Article argues that a closer look at these two cultural phenomena sheds new light on the relationship between social justice and IP law. The contrast between the two highlights issues of wealth distribution, cultural power, and resources for innovation in the context of IP law. The *shanzhai* phenomenon operates on behalf of hundreds of millions of the poor and culturally or politically marginalized in China to promote social justice, all while potentially violating IP laws. In contrast, the luxury market phenomenon is driven by the need to protect the interests of the rich and those currently in possession of cultural and political power. To this end, IP is used as a legal tool to protect ownership rights in the luxury market. While the *shanzhai* phenomenon represents

---


\(^{10}\) *Id.* China’s White Houses refer to the “[f]ull-scale replicas of the U.S. Capitol building [that] have been constructed in recent years . . . [and the] . . . mirror image of the White House, complete with [its] own Oval Office and portrait gallery of American Presidents, as well as miniature version of the Washington Monument and Mount Rushmore.” *Id.* at slide 6.


\(^{12}\) *See infra* Part II.B.2.


the quest for an anarchic world without IP, the luxury market represents an area of business that requires strong IP protection. The contrast between these two phenomena provides a vantage point to look at the relationship between social justice and IP. Underneath this contrast lies a question of tremendous practical and theoretical significance: how should we use the idea of social justice to address the conflict between the shanzhai phenomenon and the luxury market phenomenon, and its relationship with IP law?

By examining this question in detail, this Article puts forward a new theory of social justice and IP law. It discusses how and why this new theory should focus on three main redistributions in IP law: the distribution of benefits resulting from technological development, the distribution of cultural power, and the distribution of sources of innovation. Moreover, this Article explores these three forms of redistribution in order to consider the legal, political, and cultural implications of the rise of the shanzhai and luxury market phenomena in China. Based on this new theory of social justice, this Article argues that while the protected luxury market is threatened by the shanzhai phenomenon, IP law should not be used as a tool to suppress shanzhai as a whole. Instead, social justice should be infused into IP law, and a purely luxury market–oriented IP regime should be avoided.

In addition to providing a systematic response to the conflict between the two cultural phenomena in China, this Article offers two more contributions to the ongoing debate about IP and social justice that has concerned legal scholars, policymakers, and civil activists. First, it provides a systematic answer about what should be redistributed in the area of IP law in order to achieve social justice. In the past, this issue has not been adequately addressed by scholars who have invoked John Rawls's Difference Principle to study the interactions between social justice and IP law. According to the Rawlsian Difference Principle, “the higher expectations of those better situated are just if and only if they work as part of a scheme which improves the expectations of the least advantaged members of society.” Following this principle, scholars have argued that resources under IP protection should be distributed in favor of the least advantaged people, such as those who have limited or no access to HIV-treatment drugs or

16 See, e.g., Xi Wen, The Recurring Shanzhai: A Phenomenon, CHINA TODAY (Dec. 2010), www.chinatoday.com.cn/ctenglish/se/txt/2009-03/12/content_184541.htm (“[S]hanzhai has had multiple meanings: escape from authority; rising against social injustice; developing a set of rules parallel to those of the government; or submitting to a government amnesty and returning to the established order.”).

17 See Adam Smith, China - Chinese Sham Glam: Innocuous Innovation or Mark-Owner Menace?, WORLD TRADEMARK REV. (Feb. 24, 2009), http://www.worldtrademarkreview.com/daily/detail.aspx?g=af36089a-9df6-4c13-907e-52ce9bbed060a (quoting Lucy Nichols, who explains that shanzhai are “'bizarre parody products’” and George Chan, who explains that “[s]hanzhai is diametrically opposed to fashion and brands . . . [i]t is about people turning their noses up to the government and IP owners.” Nichols also referenced the saying, “‘where there is baoli (outlandish, dishonest profit) there is shanzhai.’”).

18 See infra notes 20-22.

19 RAWLS, supra note 1, at 65. Rawls further explained that “the intuitive idea is that the social order is not to establish and secure the more attractive prospects of those better off unless doing so is to the advantage of these less fortunate.” Id.

20 See, e.g., William W. Fisher & Talha Syed, Global Justice in Health Care: Developing Drugs for the Developing World, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 581, 627-29 (2007) (discussing the possibility of applying the Rawlsian Difference Principle as the moral basis to address the tension between patent protection of HIV-related drugs and the need to treat AIDS and other diseases in the developing world); Peter Lee, Toward a Distributive Commons in Patent Law, 2009 WIS. L. REV. 917, 949 (2009) (citing the Rawlsian Difference Principle to argue that to enhance access to patented health technologies for low-income communities “may in some instances require targeted efforts to reach the poorest
A recently published book on intellectual property even hails the Rawlsian Difference Principle as a fundamental standard for evaluating social justice accommodations in the IP system.

However, the Rawlsian Difference Principle provides little guidance as to what should be subject to pro-justice distribution in the IP system. When applying this principle, many IP scholars seem unaware that it sheds no light on two central issues: first, what should be distributed or redistributed and second, who should be the beneficiaries of these pro-justice distributions in the IP system.

This Article addresses these two problems by identifying three kinds of resources that need to be redistributed in the area of IP law: benefits from technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation. These three redistributive justice mandates have significant practical ramifications on law and policy. Ex ante, they can help legislators and policymakers decide on the distributive goals of IP laws when they allocate entitlements to intangible resources. Ex post, they can assist judges examining the validity of IP laws.

Additionally, this Article establishes workable goals for social movements that aim to eradicate injustice in IP law and provides a method of mobilizing these movements. Legal instruments, such as human rights treaties, have recognized the redistributive needs relevant to IP law for nearly sixty years. For example, the human right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress is enshrined in both the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. However, there has been little progress in realizing this human right. The gap between the rich and the poor in terms of access to the benefits from technological developments has even widened since the adoption of these two treaties. Moreover, though the World Intellectual Property Organization launched its

---

21 See Margaret Chon, Intellectual Property “From Below”: Copyright and Capability for Education, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 803, 805 (2007) (arguing that intellectual property law should not forestall the widespread dissemination of textbooks, even where those seeking education lack the means to compensate the copyright owner).

22 ROBERT P. MERGES, JUSTIFYING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 117 (2011) (stating that “the inequality created by the IP system is a justifiable form of inequality when viewed from the perspective of society’s most disadvantaged citizens”).


This Article shows that the shanzhai phenomenon in China provides lessons that can be used in redistributing IP resources for social justice purposes on a larger scale. The three resources that the shanzhai phenomenon has sought to redistribute help create a set of clear goals for promoting social justice in IP law. This phenomenon also embodies a progressive agenda on how to address redistributive needs when IP protection and social justice collide.

Moreover, the Article explores the means by which the shanzhai phenomenon has endeavored to meet redistributive needs in China. In particular, it considers the reasons why the shanzhai phenomenon has thrived and progressed in such a hostile political environment where speech surveillance and censorship are ruthless and pervasive. Shanzhai includes violating laws, taking advantage of gray areas of the law, and capitalizing on permissible uses of IP assets. A comprehensive use of new social media has profoundly facilitated the redistributive agenda of the shanzhai phenomenon.

This Article is divided into four parts. Part I discusses the legal, economic, and social factors that fostered the rise of both the shanzhai phenomenon and the luxury market in China; in particular, it explains why these two phenomena have gained simultaneous and widespread popularity. Part II considers the extent to which the shanzhai phenomenon challenges the IP protection that forms the foundation of the success of the luxury market in China. Part III then examines the nature of the resources that the shanzhai phenomenon has sought to redistribute, and its effect on IP law. This supports the argument that social justice should focus on redistributing three kinds of resources: benefits from technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation. Part IV explores the lessons we can learn from the realization of these three redistributive justice mandates within the shanzhai phenomenon. It also considers the larger implications of the shanzhai phenomenon, capitalizing on IP law as a legal tool to promote social justice.

I. THE SHANZHAI PHENOMENON AND CHINA AS THE LARGEST LUXURY MARKET

A. The Rise of the Shanzhai Phenomenon

China has witnessed the rise of the shanzhai phenomenon over the past few years. Shanzhai is a Chinese term with no direct English translation. It literally means “mountain

28 See generally AMARTYA SEN, THE IDEA OF JUSTICE ix (2009) (discussing a theory of justice that seeks to “clarify how we can proceed to address questions of enhancing justice and removing injustice, rather than to offer resolutions of questions about the nature of perfect justice”).
29 See, e.g., Sharon LaFraniere & David Barboza, China Tightens Censorship of Electronic Communications, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22, 2011, at A4 (“[T]he Chinese government has tightened its grip on electronic communications since protests began engulfing the Arab world.”).
30 See, e.g., Stephanie Hemelryk Donald, Introduction: Why Mobility Matters: Young People and Media Competency in the Asia-Pacific, in YOUTH, SOCIETY AND MOBILE MEDIA IN ASIA 1 (Stephanie Hemelryk Donald et al. eds., 2010).
village” or “mountain stronghold,” referring to the mountain stockades of warlords or thieves far from governmental control.31

In general, *shanzhai* refers to, among other things, “Chinese imitation and pirated brands and goods, particularly electronics,” and “people who are look-alikes, low-quality or improved goods, as well as things done in parody.”32 *Shanzhai* is a relatively new, but extremely popular cultural phenomenon in China. The trend has attracted hundreds of millions of followers, who closely follow the relentless waves of new *shanzhai* products and events.33 *Shanzhai* has also been covered extensively in the Western media,34 and the Stanford Graduate School of Business prepared a case study on the economic structure of the *shanzhai* phenomenon in the mobile phone market (hereinafter Stanford case study).35 The *shanzhai* phenomenon can be subdivided into two sectors: the *shanzhai* manufacturing industry and *shanzhai* cultural activities. While the term *shanzhai* was first used to label manufactured products like cellular phones, it gradually spread to include imitation cultural activities such as the *Shanzhai* Olympic Torch Relay and the *Shanzhai* Nobel Prize.36

1. *Shanzhai* Manufacturing Industry

*Shanzhai* manufacturing began with mobile phones. *Shanzhai* mobile phone factories are predominantly located in Shenzhen, a city across the border from Hong Kong.37 There are hundreds of mobile phone factories, many of which opened in the early 2000s.38 Some of these factories use NCKIA and SCNY as the brand names of their products.39 Apple’s iPhone is one of the most frequently imitated products; at least six *shanzhai* versions have appeared in the market in China, including the HiPhone,40 Mini iPhone,41 and iPhone Air.42 Ironically, some of these

---


32 *Shanzhai*, supra note 31. Despite having many references, *shanzhai* has no precise definition that can encapsulate all of its dynamic elements. This is because the phenomenon itself has developed very rapidly over the years with the mushrooming of new products and events, all labeled as *shanzhai*.

33 See, e.g., Hao Nan, “HiPhone”Now a Hot Commodity on Taobao, CHINA DAILY (Aug. 17, 2011), www.chinadaily.com.cn/usa/business/2011-08/17/content_13134923.htm (reporting that the HiPhone “is sold by more than 1,300 online stores, with the best-performing shop shipping more than 1,200 phones in 30 days”).

34 See, e.g., articles cited supra note 14.


36 *Shanzhai*, supra note 31.

37 Lee et al., supra note 35, at 4.

38 *Shanzhai*, supra note 31.

39 Bai Gao, The Informal Economy in the Era of Information Revolution and Globalization: The Shanzhai Cell Phone Industry in China, 31(2) CHINESE J. SOC. 1, 8 (2011) (“Some copycats attempt to go around the law by altering the trademark. For example, they changed Nokia to Nckia, Sony to Seny, and iPhone to HiPhone.”).

40 See Bergman, supra note 9, at slide 1.

41 Jason Wang, Mini iPhone KA08, Quad Band Dual Card Dual Standby GSM Bluetooth (Jan. 31, 2009), http://www.zimbio.com/cell+phone+hacks/articles/263/Mini+iPhone+KA08+Quad+Band+Dual+Card+Dual.

Shanzhai imitations are reported to possess features superior to the iPhone, including a slimmer appearance, a greater variety of functions, and increased system stability. With trendy designs and lower prices, shanzhai products are popular in both local and overseas markets, including India, Africa, and the Middle East.

In general, shanzhai producers routinely imitate the looks of branded products. Their products bear strong resemblance to the products of popular brands in well-established markets. Consumers might not be misled to believe that these shanzhai products are made by manufacturers of brand name products, but they can figure out that they have features that resemble those of the branded products.

Shanzhai companies are not only highly responsive to market trends, but also operate with low cost, efficient production systems and no design teams. A famous example is the “Mi-Obama” cell phone that contained Obama’s slogan “Yes We Can” on the back of the case, which reportedly sold well in Kenya during the 2008 U.S. presidential election. With such manufacturing advantages, the shanzhai cell phone industry has achieved great market success. The Stanford case study reports the scale of this industry and its domestic and global impacts:

A study by Springboard Research estimated that there were about 140 million shanzhai mobile phones produced in China in 2009, of which about 100 million were exported. About 60 percent of these were shipped to countries in the Asia-Pacific region, representing about 30 percent of mobile phone sales in these countries. Shanzhai mobile phones were popular in developing countries such as Russia, India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and in the Middle East and Africa.

2. Shanzhai Cultural Activities

Along with the flood of shanzhai products in China, people also use shanzhai to refer to certain types of cultural activities that have become very popular. These activities are prominently featured on the Internet as well as on traditional media outlets. They are considered new and cool because they embody powerful resistance to and rebellion against a traditional Chinese culture that discourages people from openly expressing their individual viewpoints to the public at large. Shanzhai cultural activities also rebel against the ideology and propaganda that demand people’s unconditional submission to the rule of the Communist Party in China. In general, these shanzhai activities fall into two categories: parody and deconstruction.

43 Lee et al., supra note 35, at 12.
44 Id.
45 Id. at 2, 5-6.
47 See also Wang Xing, ‘Shanzhai’ Culture Now in Crosshairs, CHINA DAILY, (May 18, 2009, 8:06 AM), http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bw/2009-05/18/content_7785393.htm (“Shanzhai mobile phones make up about 30 percent of China’s handsets market. In the emerging netbook market, Shanzhai products also take up about eight percent worldwide, according to DRAMeXchange Technology Inc., a Taiwanese market watcher.”).
48 Shanzhai, supra note 31.
Parody

Grass-roots communities have taken advantage of shanzhai cultural activities to make fun of authoritative cultural events such as the Chinese National Spring Gala, the Chinese National Television Lecture Room Series, and the Beijing Olympic Torch Relay. These activities are called shanzhai because they involve people at the grass-roots level creating programs that imitate authoritative events organized by high-profile media companies or the Chinese government. Recordings of these cultural activities are disseminated over the Internet, where viewers write online comments to emphasize their parodic elements. In addition, shanzhai movies parodying high-end blockbusters have become popular in China.

Deconstruction

Another trend includes a multitude of shanzhai cultural activities aimed at deconstructing the personas of celebrities. Examples of this phenomenon include companies that pay celebrity look-alikes for product endorsements. In 2008, a technology institute in China produced a TV advertisement that featured a man who looked like Jay Chou, a Taiwanese celebrity who is extremely popular in China. This man was later called “Shanzhai Jay Chou” and the institute reportedly received about 1,000 more applications than the previous year as a result of the advertisement. Surprisingly, even President Barack Obama has fallen victim to shanzhai cultural activities. His image, as shown below, was used in an advertisement for BlockBerry, a shanzhai cell phone, suggesting his endorsement of the product. Although customers are not likely to believe that this is a true endorsement, fusing President Obama with a shanzhai cell phone product is likely to negatively impact his reputation.

Some low-end performing agencies were reported to have hired people who look like popular Chinese celebrities to perform in rural China. The performances and the celebrity look-alikes are referred to as shanzhai. Although these performances often make fun of the

---

49 Id.
50 See Canaves & Ye, supra note 13 (reporting that Shanzhai culture is perceived as a movement “from the grass roots and for the grass roots … and as a means of self-expression … [to] “giv[e] people another choice and the possibility of resisting dominant cultural values”).
52 See Shanzhai, supra note 31 (“These movies usually have low budgets, yet achieve commercial success by parodying, making fun of or borrowing elements from high-end Hollywood blockbuster movies. One of the first shanzhai movies is Ning Hao’s ‘Crazy Stone.’ It imitates the multi-angle shooting, rapid cutting and stunts that are usually used in Hollywood action movies, yet it retains the grass-roots Chinese set up. With a 3 million Hongkong [sic] dollar budget, ‘Crazy Stone’ achieved 22 million-box-office revenue. Following its success, shanzhai movies like ‘the Big Movie’ series and ‘No.2 in the World’ were made. Some also argue that Hollywood parody movies like ‘Scary Movie’ are the true inspirational force behind shanzhai movies.”).
54 Dean & Zhu, supra note 11.
55 See Shanzhai, supra note 31.
56 Id.
celebrities, these activities were primarily designed to cater to those who live in rural China and could not afford to attend the performances of actual celebrities.\(^{57}\)

Shanzhai cultural activities have also sought to deconstruct the business images or strategies of high-profile companies. For example, Hong Kong MTR Corporation Limited, a private company that operates the subway system in Hong Kong, launched a news conference to showcase its new application for iPhone users and hired a Chinese actor who looked and behaved like Steve Jobs.\(^{58}\) This news conference was widely recognized as a shanzhai activity because it imitated the way that Apple Inc. has showcased its new products.\(^{59}\)

### B. China as the Largest Luxury Market

The past few years have also witnessed an incredible growth in demand for luxury products in China.\(^{60}\) Despite the turbulence of the recent financial crisis, China’s luxury goods market has steadily grown.\(^{61}\) In particular, luxury brands with European origins are extremely popular in China, with products ranging from fashion apparel and accessories, to footwear, perfume, cosmetics, jewelry, automobiles, and liquor.\(^{62}\) According to the World Luxury Association, the total sales volume of luxury products in China was $9.4 billion by the end of December 2009.\(^{63}\) That accounted for 27.5% of the world’s total luxury sales volume, making China the second largest market for luxury products in the world.\(^{64}\) Consulting firm Bain and Company found that mainland Chinese purchases of luxury goods in 2010 increased 23% compared to 2009.\(^{65}\) Boston Consulting Group has predicted that China will consume about 29% of the world’s total luxury goods in 2015, surpassing Japan as the world’s top luxury market.\(^{66}\)

---

57 Id.
59 Id.
61 Id.
63 *New Chinese Nobility Crazy for Luxury Goods*, supra note 60.
64 Id.
Meanwhile, it has already been reported that “China has become the country with the strongest purchasing power of luxury cars in the world.” Simply put, wealthy Chinese consumers are now considered to be the miracle boosters for the global luxury market, which suffered heavily during the recent financial crisis.

In responding to this huge business potential, luxury companies have marketed aggressively in China. For example, brands like Dunhill, Hugo Boss, and Burberry have opened ninety-three, eighty-nine, and fifty stores, respectively, in China. Moreover, international luxury retailers are now attempting to adjust their sales strategy to suit the Chinese market by ensuring that the goods are the same as the newest models offered in Europe, or that they are unique to the Chinese market. For example, Hermès marketed 100 limited edition red mini-Birkinbags designed specifically for Chinese women going to parties and receptions.

Louis Vuitton illustrates how luxury brands have rapidly expanded their business in China. In 2010, Bain & Company found that 46% of survey respondents named Louis Vuitton as the most desired brand in China, ranking it ahead of Chanel, Gucci, and Armani. The reasons for the French brand’s popularity include its early establishment in the Chinese market through the opening of storefronts, its strict quality control over products, and its engagement with Chinese consumers through online marketing. While Bernard Arnault, chairman of the parent company LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SA, acknowledged there are “a lot of problems” with piracy in China, the brand is continuing to expand in the mainland in order to ride the tide of growing consumer interest in luxury goods.

The luxury market in China has not flourished in a vacuum. Rather, there are profound economic, social, and cultural forces behind the rapidly growing luxury market. First, the economic reform undertaken by the Chinese government has led to rapid economic growth. According to the Boston Consulting Group, “China’s wealth increased by about 28 percent to $5.4 trillion. It was one of the highest growth rates in the world [between 2004 to 2009]. . . . It was the third largest population of millionaires, behind the United States and Japan.”

---

68 China’s Luxury Consumers, supra note 62, at 30.
70 See Luxury a Magnet for China Sales, supra note 65.
71 Id.
73 See, e.g., Louis Vuitton’s Life of Luxury, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Aug. 6, 2007), http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/07_32/b4045419.htm.
The Boston Consulting Group’s report also showed that the number of millionaire households (in terms of U.S. dollars) had risen by 60% in China in 2009 alone.\(^76\) Credit Suisse predicted that China’s total household wealth may more than double to $35 trillion by 2015.\(^77\) Second, a strengthening yuan (the currency of China) is boosting Chinese spending power, as imports become cheaper.\(^78\) Third, although taxes are still considered high (with a 17.5% value-added tax, 10% consumption tax, and an average 24% luxury tax\(^79\)), China’s implementation of its WTO commitments through the steady reduction of tariffs has also contributed to the rise in luxury goods. For example, a KPMG report notes that the 28% to 40% tariff on imported watches was cut to 12.5% in 2004.\(^80\)

Cultural factors such as prestige and peer pressure are also cited as contributing to the boost in luxury consumption in China. Market research shows that “Chinese consumers who buy luxury goods do so to show off or to help define their identity. The Asian concept of face—or pride and dignity—is a key reason they invest in expensive brands. In a fast-growing economy, status symbols are the easiest way to demonstrate wealth and power.”\(^81\) This is reinforced by the KPMG report, which found that more than 60% of Chinese respondents saw luxury brands as a way to demonstrate their status and success.\(^82\) However, while Chinese consumers traditionally tended to make purchasing decisions based on visibly luxurious goods, they are now developing awareness of brand allegiance, thanks to retailers’ marketing strategies and improving customer service. In addition, the KPMG report stated that over 70% of consumers bought luxury goods “as a form of self-reward” for “indulgence, relaxation and enjoyment.”\(^83\) According to KPMG, Chinese consumption of luxury goods is concentrated on personal accessories such as cosmetics, perfume, and watches, which can be justified as rewards.\(^84\) Despite this, some analysts predict that the recent consumer demand for ostentatious luxury goods, which reflects a “nouveau riche” mentality, will gradually evolve toward demand for more sophisticated and discreet styles.\(^85\)

\(^76\) Id.
\(^78\) Id.
\(^82\) Id. at 9.
\(^83\) Id. at 9.
\(^84\) Id. at 16.
II. THE CHALLENGES POSED BY THE SHANZHAI PHENOMENON TO IP PROTECTION

Based on the preceding examination of the two cultural phenomena in China, this Part will first discuss why IP protection is crucial for the luxury market. It will further examine the economic, social, and cultural impacts of the shanzhai phenomenon on IP protection of luxury products as well as the three forms of copying acts involved in the shanzhai phenomenon: imitative copying, dilutive copying, and creative copying. It will then discuss how and why these forms of copying have posed serious challenges to IP protection of the luxury market in China.

A. The Importance of IP Protection for Luxury Products

The lifeblood of luxury products is the social distinction that is recognized by customers. Social distinction associated with luxury goods has two forms. First, such distinction is conveyed by the economic value central to luxury products. Their high prices mean that only a very limited number of people can afford them. Luxury stores are also usually located at the hearts of business centers in major cities, and companies spend extensively to advertise their latest products and promote their images to the public. These factors all convey social exclusivity. Second, luxury products have unique cultural value. Luxury companies maintain teams of designers to lead fashion trends and enhance their prestige in the minds of the public. Their products are usually designed and marketed with distinctive cultural elements that convey symbolic meanings and leading fashion trends. Consumers are willing to spend money on luxury products that are far more expensive than ordinary products because they are attracted by the distinctive design or prestigious status of luxury products. They feel that owning a particular luxury product will provide them with the distinction and prestige associated with that product. For such consumers, a luxury brand is a symbol of affluence and taste, making them stand out from people who use ordinary goods.

IP protection plays a pivotal role in maintaining and enhancing the social distinction of luxury products by protecting their economic and cultural values. IP law functions to ensure that brand owners can recoup their investments in the creation and dissemination of their copyrighted works, trademarked logos, or patented designs. For this purpose, IP law vests in IP holders a bundle of exclusive rights. The former type of protection prohibits imitative copying that would lead consumers to misconceive who is the original maker of a product. The latter prohibits dilutive copying that would blur the distinctiveness, and thus harm the reputation of luxury products.

---

86 See, Beebe, supra note 14, at 878-79 (discussing modern reliance on intellectual property law to control access to and maintain the distinctiveness of luxury goods).
88 See generally, JULI E. COHEN ET AL., COPYRIGHT IN A GLOBAL INFORMATION ECONOMY (3d ed. 2010).
With regard to anti-confusion protection, copyright law prohibits reproduction of a work that is identical to or substantially similar to the work. For example, in *Porsche v. Beijing Techart*, the defendant, a former authorized dealer of Porsche cars, was found to have infringed Porsche’s copyright in its architectural design of its sales center in Beijing by constructing a building that bore many of the features of Porsche’s architectural design. Similarly, design law also prohibits use of designs that are substantially similar to those owned by luxury brands, which would lead to confusion among consumers about the distinctive features of the plaintiff’s and defendant’s designs. Thus both copyright and design law guard against unauthorized uses that would lead to confusion about distinctive features of works or designs. In this way, they function to maintain the economic and cultural values of luxury products.

Trademark law further brings confusion-based protection into a new dimension of guarding against consumer confusion about the sources of luxury goods or services. To this end, it prohibits use of a sign that would lead to confusion about the source of goods or services and would further result in the diversion of consumers from one trademark to another. Many luxury companies heavily rely on trademark protection and regard their trademarks as essential to their business because it has the “commercial magnetism” to attract consumers to buy their products.

Moreover, the relatively higher threshold that must be met to gain protection in copyright and design law makes the more readily attainable trademark-based anti-confusion protection critically important for luxury companies. By guarding against imitative copying acts that may harm the economic and/or cultural value of luxury products, anti-confusion protection has played an increasingly important role in maintaining the distinction of luxury products in the consumer market. For example, in *Gucci America, Inc. v. Dart Inc.*, the defendant retailer was enjoined

---
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91 Gorham Company v. White, 81 U.S. 511, 526 (1871) (“We hold, therefore, that if, in the eye of an ordinary observer, giving such attention as a purchaser usually gives, two designs are substantially the same, if the resemblance is such as to deceive such an observer, inducing him to purchase one supposing it to be the other, the first one patented is infringed by the other.”) (emphasis added).

92 Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen Mfg. Co. v. S. S. Kresge Co., 316 U.S. 203, 205 (1942) (“A trade-mark is a merchandising short-cut which induces a purchaser to select what he wants, or what he has been led to believe he wants. The owner of a mark exploits this human propensity by making every effort to impregnate the atmosphere of the market with the drawing power of a congenial symbol.”).

93 First, it is widely accepted that copyright does not extend protection to fashion designs that are mostly useful articles (such as garment and shoe designs) rather than purely artistic works. Copyright law is designed to protect only the aesthetic elements in artistic works. It does not, however, protect the functional aspects of artistic works. The aesthetic elements of most fashion designs are routinely dictated by, and cannot be separated from, their utilitarian functions (such as providing warmth or helping body movement). Second, patent law (design patents included) sets up patentability standards that are too high for fashion designs to meet. Very few fashion designs are novel enough to receive patent protection. Moreover, the process of obtaining patent protection, in most cases, is too long for fashion designers. For example, it usually takes about two years to successfully register a design patent. By the time a grant of design protection is secured, the design itself has little commercial value because rapidly developing fashion trends may completely render it obsolete within two years’ time. See generally CHRISTINE COX & JENNIFER JENKINS, THE NORMAN LEAR CENTERENTERTAINMENT, BETWEEN THE SEAMS, A FERTILE COMMONS: AN OVERVIEW OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FASHION AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (2005), available at www.learcenter.org/pdf/RTS JenkinsCox.pdf.

from selling counterfeit Gucci goods. The court expounded on the role of anti-confusion protection in protecting the distinction of Gucci goods:

Gucci suffers actual harm in lost sales and debasement of its reputation from the sale of counterfeit Gucci goods in the marketplace. Once a consumer buys an inferior quality counterfeit watch and experiences dissatisfaction, that consumer is less likely to buy genuine Gucci merchandise. The consumer believes that other merchandise bearing the Gucci mark will be as inferior as the counterfeit item. Others will be discouraged from acquiring a genuine Gucci because the items have become too commonplace and no longer possess the prestige and status associated with them.95

In addition, IP affords anti-dilution protection for owners of luxury brands, most of which have well-known trademarks. The dilution-based protection prohibits dilutive copying acts that would amount to infringements of IP rights chiefly by relying on trademark protection. It targets copying acts that harm the distinctiveness and/or reputation of a well-known trademark.96

With anti-dilution protection, trademark law goes beyond confusion-based protection to reinforce its function of protecting economic value by safeguarding the distinctiveness and reputation of a well-known trademark.97 Luxury brands have established a high level of distinction among their consumers. With repeated exposure to a particular luxury product, consumers can develop a sophisticated image of its brand in their minds. As a result, it becomes harder for an owner of a luxury brand to prove likelihood of confusion. For example, the chairman of LVMH, Bernard Arnault, said that despite widespread copying, there was no danger that consumers would confuse the fakes with the real thing because “even the best counterfeiting . . . [is] light years away from the real product.”98

Anti-dilution protection addresses the case where there is no likelihood of confusion, but harm is still caused to the owners of well-known trademarks. Frank Schechter first spotted this problem and explained:

If “Kodak” may be used for bath tubs and cakes, “Mazda” for cameras and shoes, or “Ritz-Carlton” for coffee, these marks must inevitably be lost in the commonplace words of the language, despite the originality and ingenuity of their contrivance, and the vast expenditures in advertising them which the courts concede should be protected to the same extent as plant and machinery.99

95 Id. at 567.
97 See Barton Beebe, The Semiotic Analysis of Trademark Law, 51 UCLA L. REV. 621, 675 (2004) (arguing that “[t]he mere ‘reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation’ of a trademark’s signifier is not in itself trademark infringement, nor, in fact, is the mere creation of confusion, mistake, or even deception”).
98 Louis Vuitton Opens Beijing Flagship Store, supra note 74.
99 Frank Schechter, The Rational Basis of Trademark Protection, 40 HARV. L. REV. 813, 830 (1927). Barton Beebe elaborates Schechter’s justification for anti-dilution protection as follows:

Schechter’s solution was to grant to owners of qualifying marks an extraordinarily broad, essentially absolute scope of rights along the product axis, so that Kodak, for example, could enjoin the use of
By preventing or stopping acts that blur the distinctiveness and tarnish the reputation of a well-known trademark, anti-dilution protection in trademark law helps owners of luxury brands maintain the uniqueness of their brands. For example, in *Cartier, Inc. v. Deziner Wholesale, L.L.C.*, the court pointed out that Cartier consumers were sophisticated enough to tell the difference between Cartier’s and the defendant Deziner’s sunglasses. However, Cartier’s distinctive reputation in the marketplace may still be harmed by the defendant’s use of the Cartier mark on its packaging because “it is also likely that these sophisticated, brand conscious consumers will lose interest in the Cartier name as they see the number of inferior products in the market bearing the Cartier name grow.”

In sum, by guarding against imitative and dilutive copying acts, IP law “enables the producers of distinctive goods to control their production . . . [and to] preserve the stability of our consumption-based system of social distinction.” Therefore, it helps developers of luxury goods maintain and enhance the economic and cultural value of their products.

**B. The Shanzhai Phenomenon and IP Protection**

This section will discuss the three types of copying acts involved in the *shanzhai* phenomenon: imitative copying, dilutive copying, and creative copying. It further examines the extent to which the use of these three types of copying acts has posed challenges to the IP law that lays the foundation for the success of luxury business.

1. Three Forms of Copying Acts in the *Shanzhai* Phenomenon

Copying is the core of the *shanzhai* phenomenon. Things that have been copied include the names or logos of brands, the designs of products, and architecture. The first category of copying acts can be called imitative copying. These acts are done with the intention of make the products look similar to the original products that are copied. Typical examples of imitative copying include a street in Nanjing (a major city in China), where owners opened up stores with names such as “oMcMcDonald’s,” “Watons,” “Bucksstar Coffee,” and “Pizza Huh.” This street was popularly called “Shanzhai Street.” The following is a photo of the “Pizza Huh” store in “Shanzhai Street.”

---
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Another example is the *shanzhai* iPhone.106 Apple’s iPhone is one of the most frequently imitated products, with at least six *shanzhai* versions in the market in China, including HiPhone, Mini iPhone, and iPhone Air. The following is a photo of the HiPhone.107

![HiPhone](image)

The second category of copying acts involved in the *shanzhai* phenomenon is dilutive copying. It refers to the copying activities that blur the distinctiveness, or tarnish the reputation of, the original products or services. For example, the BaiGooHoo search engine,108 as shown below, purports to have incorporated the best features of the search engine services of Baidu (the leading Chinese search engine), Google, and Yahoo. In reality, BaiGooHoo is a very poor search engine, running slowly and showing few search results.

Another example is a fast food restaurant called KFG in China. The restaurant owner not only uses a name that looks similar to the giant American fast food chain KFC, but also uses a logo for the restaurant with an old man’s head similar to the KFC logo.109 This *shanzhai* restaurant may have tarnished the reputation of the KFC brand.

The third type of *shanzhai* activities include strong creative copying elements. This type of copying is akin to the transformative use of a copyrighted work, a legitimate copying act protected by the fair use doctrine in the United States. It “adds something new, with a further purpose or different character, altering the copied copyrighted content with new expression, meaning, or message.”110 For instance, there are people who radically transformed Fuwa, the mascots of the Beijing Summer Olympic Games, into Transformers toys, which are popularly called *Shanzhai* Fuwa Transformers.111

2. *Shanzhai*’s Adverse Effects on IP Protection of Luxury Products

To what extent do the three kinds of copying acts involved in the *shanzhai* phenomenon affect the market of luxury products in China? At first blush, it seems that *shanzhai* goods have little to do with it, because *shanzhai* goods and luxury goods target completely different groups of consumers. However, the existence of *shanzhai* goods might affect the market of luxury goods by diluting the reputation of the original products.

---

106 Other similar *shanzhai* electronic products include “cheap Vertu phone[s] that incorporat[e] Ferrari designs . . . [and] a pristine new iPad that runs Windows XP.” See David Rowan, *Chinese Pirates Are Tech’s New Innovators*, WIRED (June 1, 2010), http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2010-06/1/chinese-pirates-are-techs-new-innovators.


consumers. The former, as discussed in Part I, appeals to those with low incomes and little purchasing power. The latter serves those who can afford very expensive items; these people, theoretically and practically, would not bother to buy shanzhai products.

The shanzhai-related copying acts, however, do adversely affect the market of luxury goods in China because the copying poses grave challenges to the central legal rules of IP protection that are crucial for the manufacturers of luxury goods. Both imitative copying and dilutive copying acts raise serious concerns about infringing copyrights and/or trademarks owned by luxury companies, which would tremendously affect the social distinction of luxury brands. Therefore, the surge of shanzhai products and activities in China has the potential to disrupt the legal foundation for strong IP protection of luxury products.

The lack of strong IP enforcement in China has facilitated the shanzhai phenomenon’s challenge to the effectiveness of IP protection that is central to luxury brands. Despite the large scale of copyright and trademark infringements, thus far there has been a lack of effective enforcement of IP rights to penalize those who have produced IP-infringing shanzhai products. The ambivalent and even conflicting attitudes of Chinese government officials toward the shanzhai phenomenon have made it more difficult to achieve adequate enforcement of IP rights. A passage from a New York Times report illustrates this conundrum of enforcing IP law in China:

In February 2009, a reporter asked Tian Lipu, the commissioner of the State Intellectual Property Office, whether shanzhai was something to be esteemed. “I am an intellectual-property-rights worker,” Tian curtly replied. “Using other people’s intellectual property without authorization is against the law.” Chinese culture, he added, was not about imitating and plagiarizing others. But one month later, Liu Binjie, from the National Copyright Administration, drew a distinction between shanzhai and counterfeiting. “Shanzhai shows the cultural creativity of the common people,” Liu said. “It fits a market need, and people like it. We have to guide shanzhai culture and regulate it.” Soon after that, the mayor of Shenzhen, an industrial city near Hong Kong, reportedly urged local businessmen to ignore lofty debates about what is and isn’t defined as counterfeiting and to “not worry about the problem of fighting against plagiarism” and “just focus on doing business.”

112 Phil Taylor, Copy Culture, CHINA LAW & PRACTICE, May 2009, at 1 (“A product could be protected by an invention patent covering the technology involved, a design patent, or a trademark, which is especially effective if the shanzhai item is likely to cause confusion for the public . . . . Claims can also be brought under certain provisions of the PRC Anti-unfair Competition Law. Hui says this is useful if the shanzhai item uses similar packaging to the original; in other jurisdictions, claimants may use the claim of passing off.”). Patent infringement is not as relevant an issue when it comes to shanzhai cell phones because royalties have been cleared by MediaTek, a Taiwanese company that provides most of the chips used in shanzhai cell phones. See Lee et al., supra note 35 (“The MediaTek solution was also cheap—SOC chips cost about US$15 each, and were used by both mainstream and [s]hanzhai mobile phone companies in China. MediaTek made royalty payments to the cell phone intellectual property owners, so its customers did not infringe on IP rights.”).


In addition to eroding the effectiveness of IP protection that is key to the economic and cultural status of luxury products, the *shanzhai* phenomenon challenges the legitimacy of IP law as a whole. The *shanzhai* phenomenon has signaled to the public that unauthorized uses of IP by *shanzhai* products and activities are not necessarily illegal or illegitimate.\(^{115}\) This popular attitude, in turn, has made effective IP enforcement even more difficult.\(^{116}\) For example, it was reported that “[s]o far, however, China has done little to stop the proliferation of fake mobile phones, which are even advertised on late-night television infomercials with pitches like ‘one-fifth the price, but the same function and look,’ or patriotic appeals like ‘Buy shanzhai to show your love of our country.’”\(^{117}\)

For many who are in favor of strong IP protection, the *shanzhai* phenomenon implicitly sends messages to indicate the legitimacy of IP piracy and counterfeiting.\(^{118}\) Hence critics have repudiated the *shanzhai* phenomenon on the basis of its negative impact on IP protection.\(^{119}\) For example, a congresswoman in China bluntly pointed out that “[i]f we don’t do something to eliminate shanzhai, we will soon see a country with a sea of similar books, TV programs, movies and dwindling cultural creativity.”\(^{120}\) To these critics, the *shanzhai* phenomenon breeds piracy and counterfeiting activities that completely ignore IP rights. For example, interviews found that [s]hanzhai is tantamount to IP anarchy. The deeper it goes, the more damage it will create . . . . Tolerance of IP infringement culturally or socially is the first step in legitimizing copycats . . . . The concept and arguments proffered in favour of the position that shanzhai is the result of some harmless fun would no doubt inadvertently be a step backwards in the fight against IP piracy.\(^{121}\)

This observation shows that the *shanzhai* phenomenon has threatened the economic and cultural value of goods under IP protection. It has the potential to undermine the legitimacy of IP law in general because it has fostered a culture in which people tend to tolerate and even condone a wide range of copying activities that may have infringed IP rights.

**III. RETHINKING THE ROLE OF IP LAW IN PROMOTING SOCIAL JUSTICE**

At first blush, the *shanzhai* phenomenon, as Parts I and II showed, seems to be a new form of IP piracy and counterfeiting activities in China. Intuitively, it seems that IP law should be used as a legal tool to suppress the *shanzhai* phenomenon, as it has condoned violations of IP law.

\(^{115}\) See id. ("The dispute revolved around shanzhai, a term that translates literally into ‘mountain fortress’; in contemporary usage, it connotes counterfeiting that you should take pride in. There are shanzhai iPhones and shanzhai Porsches.").

\(^{116}\) Taylor, supra note 112 ("When IP violation becomes acceptable, or even desirable, in the eyes of much of the public, this has an inevitable effect on the attitude and policies of IP enforcement agencies. This in turn makes it harder for IP owners to enforce their rights.").

\(^{117}\) Barboza, supra note 13.
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The following Part argues against that assertion. It contends that IP law should not simply be used as a tool to suppress the _shanzhai_ phenomenon as a whole. A closer look at the economic, cultural, and political underpinnings of the _shanzhai_ phenomenon reveals reasons to avoid a purely luxury market–oriented IP regime.

Moreover, a closer look at the _shanzhai_ phenomenon also brings three core issues into focus at the interface between IP and social justice: the redistribution of benefits from technological development, the redistribution of cultural power, and the redistribution of sources of innovation. This Part will first discuss why the distribution of these three categories of resources is central to promoting distributive justice in IP law. It will then consider why stringent IP protection may run counter to the needs of distributing these resources, and how the _shanzhai_ phenomenon has contributed to resolving these tensions.

### A. Distribution of the Benefits from Technological Development

#### 1. The Idea of Sharing the Benefits from Technological Development

Technological developments improve the lives of individuals as well as the social environment. For individuals, the development of science and technology provides them with enhanced capabilities to pursue their own well-being.\(^{122}\) Biotechnological research has developed vaccines and treatments for fatal diseases that were incurable in the past; new plant varieties have provided people with benefits such as higher yields and superior nutrition; breakthroughs in information technology have revolutionized the ways in which people communicate with one another.\(^{123}\) Moreover, technological developments have the potential of creating a better social environment. They generate economic growth by improving the efficiency of production of goods, and they facilitate civic participation in the democratic governance of social activities, creating a dynamic political structure.

As the benefits afforded by science and technology have become an indispensable part of human life, the right “to share in scientific advancement and its benefits” has been enshrined in human rights treaties.\(^{124}\) This right guarantees that technological developments will be encouraged and protected, and further requires that governments should ensure that the public has adequate access to these technologies. If science and technology are to be of benefit to everyone, they need to be broadly disseminated.

Despite a series of breakthroughs in areas such as information technology and biological research, the past few decades have witnessed a deeply uneven distribution of the benefits from such development. The protection of the right to share in the benefits from technological developments has achieved little progress. A recent United Nations Human Development Report documented the stark disparities in the distribution of benefits from developments in medical research:
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\(^{122}\) U.N. DEV. PROGRAMME, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT: MAKING NEW TECHNOLOGIES WORK FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 1-2 (2001) (“Throughout history, technology has been a powerful tool for human development and poverty reduction. . . . In fact, the 20th century’s unprecedented gains in advancing human development and eradicating poverty came largely from technological breakthroughs . . .”).

\(^{123}\) See, e.g., Donald, supra note 30; Sun, supra note 4.

\(^{124}\) See UDHR, supra note 23, at art. 27.1; ICESCR, supra note 24, at art. 15.1(b).
Some 2 billion people still do not have access to low-cost essential medicines (such as penicillin), most of which were developed decades ago. Half of Africa’s one-year-olds have not been immunized against diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, polio and measles. And oral rehydration therapy, a simple and life-saving treatment, is not used in nearly 40% of diarrhea cases in developing countries.\textsuperscript{125}

The report also revealed that many new and old technologies have been unevenly disseminated despite their enormous value for individual development and social progress. These include such basic inputs as electricity, the telephone, agricultural innovations, and medical advances.\textsuperscript{126} Against this backdrop, the 2009 Venice Statement on the Right to Enjoy the Benefits of Scientific Progress and Its Applications\textsuperscript{127} bluntly stated that “[s]ignificant disparities are increasing among States concerning the availability of resources, capabilities, and infrastructure necessary to engage in research and development. The acceleration of scientific progress is widening the divide between the most and least scientifically and technologically advanced societies.”\textsuperscript{128}

2. IP and the Benefits from Technological Developments

IP protection has played an important role in preventing a fair distribution of the benefits from technological developments. First, by relying upon its conventional rules, IP law confers upon companies or individual researchers a set of exclusive rights over new technological developments they made. In this way, IP protection makes it harder for other researchers or ordinary people to receive benefits from technological developments. For instance, many believe that patenting genes has made “the cost of genetic tests and genetic therapies unacceptably high.”\textsuperscript{129} It may have further inhibited biomedical innovation by blocking scientists’ access to genes and genetic materials essential to research.\textsuperscript{130} The patenting of HIV-related drugs is another example. Scientific advances in medical research have helped to treat diseases such as HIV/AIDS, but patent protection of drugs drastically increases their prices, making them unaffordable to the poor.\textsuperscript{131}

Second, new forms of protection that have been introduced to supplement IP protection also affect the distribution of benefits from technological development. These new forms of

\textsuperscript{125} U.N. DEV. PROGRAMME, supra note 122, at 3.
\textsuperscript{126} See id. at 39-40. See also Meghnad Desai et al, Measuring the Technology Achievement of Nations and the Capacity to Participate in the Network Age, 3 J. HUM. DEV. & CAPABILITIES 95, 99 (2002) (“[The UDNP Report shows that] [I]large proportions of people in [developing] countries still do not have access to ‘older’ technologies such as the telephone, electricity, agricultural machines, or motorized transport.”).
\textsuperscript{128} Id. at ¶ 4.
\textsuperscript{131} See, e.g., Sun, supra note 4, at 124.
protection, technically referred to as *sui generis* systems, could not comfortably fit into the conventional IP rules but function as quasi-IP protection by providing a set of exclusive rights to their beneficiaries. For example, an effective *sui generis* protection of new plant varieties has been created for commercial plant breeders.\textsuperscript{132} Under this system, commercial plant breeders have exclusive rights to prevent farmers from using new plant varieties under their control.\textsuperscript{133} This has disadvantaged farmers who cultivated seeds before the *sui generis* system was established because commercial breeders rely on their unprotected work to create new protected varieties.\textsuperscript{134}

Similarly, the *sui generis* protection of data compilations has caused serious concern about the free flow of knowledge and information. For the protection of non-original databases,\textsuperscript{135} the EU Directive on the Legal Protection of Databases creates a new exclusive *sui generis* right for a maker of a database who has made “qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial investment” in the compilation of data.\textsuperscript{136} This new right entitles the database maker to prevent “extraction and/or re-utilization of the whole or of a substantial part of . . . the contents of their databases.”\textsuperscript{137} With the further limitations on fair use and compulsory licensing schemes,\textsuperscript{138} the *sui generis* protection of databases in the European Union may lock up non-copyrightable information and knowledge. It also gives rise to the concern that the cost of getting access to information, be it copyrightable or not, will rise for ordinary users.\textsuperscript{139}

### 3. *Shanzhai* and the Benefits from Technological Developments

How can the law address the tension between the distribution of the benefits from

\textsuperscript{132} See Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1C, Legal Instruments--Results of the Uruguay Round, 33 I.L.M. 1197 (1994), Art. 27.3 (b) (requiring WTO member states to provide protection for plant varieties either by patents or by an effective *sui generis* system, or a combination of the two).


\textsuperscript{134} See, e.g., LAURENCE R. HELFER & GRAEME W. AUSTIN, HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: MAPPING THE GLOBAL INTERFACE 381-93 (2011) (discussing the contributions of farmers, particularly “indigenous and small-scale farmers” to the cultivation and preservation of diverse seed varieties).

\textsuperscript{135} Both the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) and the WIPO Copyright Treaty require their contacting parties to provide copyright protection of original databases. See Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, *supra* note 132 at Art. 10.2.; WIPO Copyright Treaty, adopted Dec. 20, 1996, WIPO Doc. CRNR/DC/94, Art. 5.


\textsuperscript{137} Id. The *sui generis* protection of non-original databases initially lasts for fifteen years. The Directive, however, offers longer, and maybe perpetual, *sui generis* protection for a database that underwent any qualitative or quantitative changes to its contents and thus constitutes a new substantial investment.

\textsuperscript{138} Limitations or exceptions to database protection are narrowly crafted. It is posited that the drafters of the Directive intended to “narrow the educational and scientific communities’ ability to invoke ‘fair use’ with respect to copyrightable databases under prior law.” J.H. Reichman & Pamela Samuelson, *Intellectual Property Rights in Data?*, 50 VAND. L. REV. 51, 79 (1997). In addition, the initial proposal’s compulsory licensing requirement for sole-source providers was abolished and thus was not inserted in the final version of the Database Directive. Id. at 83-84.

technological development and intellectual property protection? The *shanzhai* phenomenon raises anew the question of how IP law can contribute to a fair distribution of benefits from technological development among citizens. It presents a novel means with which we can make IP protection function to help the poor get better access to technology and cultural resources.

First, many *shanzhai* companies offer high-tech products at relatively low prices to poor people living in rural China or migrant workers in big cities. *Shanzhai* products are usually much cheaper than those with high-profile trademarks such as Apple and Nokia, but they offer a wide range of functions that are as good as those offered by high-profile companies. For instance, *shanzhai* cell phones help millions of people who cannot afford high-end brands gain access to a wide range of advanced communications technologies.

Moreover, *shanzhai* companies manufacture and market products that are tailor-made for the special needs of low-income people. For example, there are *shanzhai* cell phones with seven speakers designed for peasants who can only hear ring tones from a distance when they are working on farmland, or with two SIM card slots and an extraordinarily durable battery. In addition, *shanzhai* companies have produced cell phones that are designed for senior citizens with visual or hearing impairments. By contrast, high-profile or luxury companies rarely bother to try to manufacture and market products for such non-luxury niche markets.

In addition, *shanzhai* companies have also helped poor people in other developing countries get access to low-priced cell phones with modern communications technology. It was estimated that out of the roughly 140 million *shanzhai* mobile phones produced in China in 2009, about 100 million were exported to foreign countries. Sixty percent of those cell phones were shipped to developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region, and they constituted about 30% of mobile phone sales in these countries. Others were exported to African and Southern American countries.

How are *shanzhai* cell phone companies able to compete with high-profile companies by offering much cheaper cell phones? First, MediaTek, a company based in Taiwan, provides relatively inexpensive cell phone chips for *shanzhai* companies. Its chips enabled *shanzhai* companies to offer consumers more choice at lower price points—an important advantage in the current economic climate.

---
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companies to design new handset features and assemble remaining cell phone components. Second, imitating the products of high-profile companies is crucial to *shanzhai* companies in the early stages of their development. To minimize the cost of production, most *shanzhai* companies do not have independent design and marketing teams. Borrowing or remixing the core features of products from high-profile brands enabled them to quickly design cell phones with new features and circulate them successfully in the market.

Cell phones are important for a large number of people in China with low incomes because modern communication technology enables these people to share their feelings and thoughts and learn about various social issues such as housing prices and job opportunities. Wherever they are, cell phones help them obtain an instant connection with the rest of the world. *Shanzhai* cell phones provide users with access to WiFi, 3G networks, and e-books. Commentators have stated that the ubiquity of cell phones is crucial to building a mobile civil society in China. *Shanzhai* companies have facilitated this process by driving down the prices of cell phones so that they are affordable. The Stanford case study noted that “[r]uthless competition from Shanzhai companies made the cell phone widely available to a segment of the Chinese population that would not otherwise have been able to access mobile telecommunication, as well as consumers in many other countries.”

#### B. Distribution of Cultural Power

1. The Idea of Culture Power

As social beings, we live in the web of culture that shapes who we are and what we can do. We are taught how to speak a language. We are shown how to interact with others. We are encouraged to cherish things that are dear to us. These processes are the manifestations of culture on individual human beings. Sociologist Georg Simmel refers to culture as “the cultivation of individuals through the agency of external forms which have been objectified in the course of history.”
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While we are constantly shaped by culture, we are also meaning-makers of various elements of culture. Take fashion as an example—fashion mirrors a society’s culture. It is a crucial part of a pluralistic society in which knowledge-intensive creations are central to the evolution of human life. Fashion is “the eternal recurrence of the new.” People who are engaged directly or indirectly in the fashion sector make relentless efforts to break with orthodoxies and create new fashion trends that influence our lifestyles, languages, individual beliefs, and social values.

What enables us to simultaneously be both shaped by culture and act as the meaning-makers of culture? I argue that it is cultural power that forms the major enabling force. We are first equipped with cultural power when we are shaped by culture; we further develop our cultural power by participating in the meaning-making process by collectively changing culture. There are two kinds of culture power: the cultural power to discuss social issues and the cultural power to critique social issues. The formation and exercise of the two types of cultural power are of crucial importance to individuals and society as a whole. With respect to the former type of cultural power, we first need to gain the basic capacities to understand how to conduct discussions about social issues—this involves learning linguistic rules, including body language. We also need knowledge concerning social issues. To discuss religion, a literary work, or a musical composition, one must learn at least certain aspects of that religion, literary work, or musical composition. We also need to develop and reinforce the willingness to participate in discourse about various social issues, whether central or peripheral to our interests. Such willingness is also necessary for us to be engaged in discourse on social issues.

The cultural power to critique social issues forms another type of cultural power, which is even higher when compared with the cultural power to discuss. This new power is intended to enable people to think critically about social issues, which is very important for individuals and society as a whole. It helps people in breaking from orthodoxies that restrain creative human activities. A critical attitude toward orthodoxies allows people to enjoy enhanced freedom and creativity. Critical thinking also helps people to think more actively and deeply about how the government deals with a host of social issues, and prevents people from being indoctrinated by government propaganda.

2. IP and Cultural Power

Intellectual property affects the ways in which cultural power is allocated among people. By conferring upon IP holders the right to exclude others from using intangible assets under their proprietary control, IP law affects how cultural exchanges and interactions among people occur, and whether or not they enhance an individual’s cultural power. The recent extensive expansion defined in terms of our cultural participation.”).


157 For a different vision of cultural power than is discussed here, see Ann Swidler, Cultural Power and Social Movements, in CULTURAL SOCIOLOGY 311, 311 (Lyn Spillman ed., 2002) (noting that under Durkheim “[c]ollective representations are not ideas developed by individuals or groups pursuing their interests . . . [but] are the vehicles of a fundamental process in which publicly shared symbols constitute social groups while they constrain and give form to individual consciousness”).

158 See, e.g., IRIS MARION YOUNG, INCLUSION AND DEMOCRACY 57 (2000) (stating that “greeting, or public acknowledgement” has important functions for democratic practice).
of IP protection has strengthened IP holders’ capacities to control the distribution of cultural power among citizens.

Take copyright law as an example. Copyright law now protects the technological measures used by copyright holders to control the public’s access to and use of their copyrighted works through the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). The DMCA prohibits circumvention of technological measures that are employed by copyright holders to lock up works in digital form. It further bars the manufacture and distribution of devices that can circumvent these technological measures. Meanwhile, the DMCA only creates a few exceptions to anticircumvention regulations, such as reverse engineering, security testing, good faith encryption research, and certain uses by nonprofit libraries, archives, and educational institutions. In the conventional copyright system, fair use presupposes that the public first has free access to works, and then makes decisions regarding whether fair use arguments need to be made. Now, however, free access to many works is no longer available for users because technological measures deployed by copyright holders fence off access to works and the DMCA provides penalties against circumvention of those digital fences.

Moreover, an overly restrictive interpretation of the scope of the fair use doctrine also impedes distribution of cultural power. For example, in Harper & Row Publishers v. Nation Enterprises, the U.S. Supreme Court held that The Nation’s unauthorized publication of a minor portion of an unpublished manuscript of President Gerald Ford could not constitute fair use, even though the sections quoted implicated the Watergate scandal, a significant historical event of public interest. In rendering the decision, the Court did not examine whether the quotations would produce any public benefits, such as promoting democracy by protecting the free flow of information and freedom of expression.
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163 Circumvention of Copyright Protection Systems, 17 U.S.C. § 1201 (2006). A few more exemptions to the ban on circumventing access controls were added later to the language of the DMCA. See 17 U.S.C. § 1201(d), (f)-(g), (j) (1999). However, these exceptions altogether eliminate fair use under the DMCA by excluding the open-ended, flexible nature of fair use. After all, section 107 of the Copyright Act never provides an exhaustive list of what constitutes fair use, as the DMCA does. See Rebecca Tushnet, I Put You There: User-Generated Content and Anticircumvention, 12 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 889, 908-09 (2010) (“[Rulemaking proceedings] produced only extremely narrow exemptions . . . [r]epeated requests for general ‘fair use’ exemptions have been rejected.”).
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167 Instead, the Court resoundingly denied the need to consider the implication of the defendant’s unauthorized quotations for the protection of the public, rejecting the Second Circuit Court of Appeals’ holding that “The Nation’s use of the copyrighted material was excused by the public’s interest in the subject matter.” Id. at 569. This need was outweighed by the fact that the copyright holder had a potential market interest in licensing others to use the work and
Following Harper & Row, many courts in the U.S. have interpreted the fair use doctrine based on an individualistic vision of property rights and ignored the larger public interest in the free flow of knowledge and information. For example, courts have repeatedly ruled that non-transformative uses, including simple photocopying in scientific or educational settings, could potentially militate against a finding of fair use. Courts have even ruled that any sampling from a sound recording, and perhaps even the sampling of a single note, is copyright infringement.

3. Shanzhai and Culture Power

How should the tension between distribution of cultural power and IP protection be resolved? The shanzhai phenomenon has presented a radical approach through which cultural power could be redistributed from IP owners to the culturally disempowered in Chinese society.

Among the many shanzhai products and activities, the Shanzhai Olympic Torch Relay is the best example of how the shanzhai phenomenon has paved the way for IP protection to contribute positively to a fair distribution of cultural power. Before the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games started, the Beijing Olympic Committee and the Chinese government organized a nationwide torch relay. Those who were invited to participate directly in the torch relay were all high-profile sports or entertainment celebrities. Many people in Hui County, a town in the rural...
part of Henan Province, were disappointed with the way that the Olympic torch relay was handled.\textsuperscript{174} In their opinion, the involvement of the celebrities marginalized ordinary people in the whole event.\textsuperscript{175} Therefore they organized another Olympic torch relay as shown in the photo below.\textsuperscript{176}

People took pictures of this activity and posted them on the Internet, and it stirred a heated online discussion about this “\textit{Shanzhai Olympic Torch Relay}.”\textsuperscript{177} Meanwhile, other similar \textit{shanzhai} Olympic torch relays occurred in different parts of China.\textsuperscript{178} To facilitate such activities, some companies produced plastic torches that looked like the Olympic torches used in the official torch relay and sold these “\textit{Shanzhai Olympic Torches}” at very low prices.\textsuperscript{179}

Central to the \textit{Shanzhai} Olympic Torch Relay and its affiliated products was the use of the Olympic logos. Without these logos, these \textit{shanzhai} activities and products would not have drawn attention to the problems with the official Olympic Torch Relay. However, the Beijing Olympic Committee had trademark rights in the Olympic logos. In 2002, the Chinese State Council promulgated the Regulations on the Protection of Olympic Symbols.\textsuperscript{180} Article 4 prohibited unauthorized use of any Olympic logos.\textsuperscript{181} Therefore, the use of Olympic logos by these \textit{shanzhai} activities and products technically violated the trademark right enjoyed by the Beijing Olympic Committee.

This kind of “trademark infringement,” however, redistributed cultural power to those who had no direct involvement in the official Olympic Torch Relay.\textsuperscript{182} It gave people the cultural power to discuss the social issues surrounding how the Olympic Torch Relay should be organized, in particular regarding whether ordinary people should be selected to participate in the athletes and pro-Beijing camp politicians”).

\textsuperscript{174} The Olympic Torch Relay was discussed in online forums that have since been deleted.
\textsuperscript{175} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{176} Jingwei, \textit{supra} note 117.
\textsuperscript{177} \textit{See supra} note 174.
\textsuperscript{178} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{179} Miao Deyu, \textit{Shanzhaiban Aoyun Huoju Xianshen [The Emergence of the Shanzhai Olympic Torch]}, \textsc{Shanzhaiji} (July 12, 2008), http://www.shanzhaiji.cn/news/20080712/3668.html.
\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Id}. Article 4 establishes that “[t]he right holders of the Olympic symbols enjoy the exclusive rights of Olympic symbols in accordance with these Regulations. No one may use Olympic symbols for commercial purposes (including potential commercial purposes, and the same below) without the authorization of the right holders.” \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{182} \textit{See Jingwei, supra} note 118 (reporting that some people think “that it is unfair to label shanzhai culture as IPR violators, as many of the works are creative, such as the ‘Shanzhai Olympic Torch Relay’ held by villagers from Hui County, Henan Province [in July 2008]”).
This activity led people to take part in the discussion, particularly in Internet discussion forums. Additionally, it gave people the cultural power to critique relevant social issues. The organizers of the *Shanzhai* Olympic Torch Relay and almost all of those who engaged in the online discussion had a critical attitude toward the official Olympic Torch Relay. They organized activities or joined discussions to criticize how the Beijing Olympic Committee and Chinese government excluded ordinary people from participating in the official Torch Relay.

Thus, *shanzhai* activities of this type equip ordinary people with the means to voice their discontent about pressing issues such as widening inequality and increased political censorship in Chinese society. Other examples of these activities include the *Shanzhai* Nobel Prize, *Shanzhai* Lecture Room, and popular *shanzhai* movies that parody high-end blockbusters. The events that are criticized or parodied by *shanzhai* cultural activities are often dominated by government officials and celebrities, and lack participation by ordinary people. By using some elements of these events, which are protected by IP law, *shanzhai* activities act as a cultural critique of dominant society. *Shanzhai* mobilizes grassroots power and fosters wider public participation in economic, cultural, and political life.

C. Distribution of Sources of Innovation

1. The Idea of Sources of Innovation

Innovation is the bedrock of societal development. It creates both breakthroughs and incremental changes in technology and culture. The sources where innovation is generated therefore are of vital importance. Conventionally, producers of goods are thought of as the major sources of innovation. Producer innovation creates the product of a single, non-collaborating firm that anticipates profits from a new technology or a new product design. Electronic products merchandized by Apple Inc. exemplify producer innovation. Apple Inc. invested heavily in developing its products and market strategies, increasing the products’ popularity.

In addition to innovation generated by producers, users of goods also engage in activities...
that generate innovation. User innovation is derived from open and collaborative projects.\textsuperscript{191} Examples of user innovation include open source software and free encyclopedias such as Wikipedia, which exhibit the ability of users to develop new uses for existing products.\textsuperscript{192}

The conventional idea about innovation and its sources focuses on the development of technologies: how to foster the development of new technologies and the ways in which technologies are used to generate economic growth or business development.\textsuperscript{193} Innovation that leads to increased productivity is a fundamental source of increasing wealth in an economy. Recognizing this, the Global Innovation Index divides innovation into two parts: innovation inputs and outputs.\textsuperscript{194} Innovation inputs include government and fiscal policy, education policy, and the innovation environment.\textsuperscript{195} Innovation outputs included patents, technology transfer, and other R&D results, including business performance, such as labor productivity and total shareholder returns, and the impact of innovation on business migration and economic growth.\textsuperscript{196}

This conventional idea about innovation and its sources should be broadened to cover innovation in using cultural power. This mode of innovation promotes the cultural dynamics of a society. In particular, it is an important vehicle for people to convey their critiques of cultural phenomena. It also reinforces people’s messages by creating sound bytes or eye-catching effects. Take parodies of Lady Gaga’s songs for example. YouTube users have made parodies of each of her blockbuster songs, poking fun at Lady Gaga’s provocative costumes or criticizing her unhealthy influence on adolescents.\textsuperscript{197} Twitter is another example of the innovative uses of cultural power. Twitter was used to provide live updates of vote counting in the recent election in Singapore\textsuperscript{198} and court hearings in the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{199} These were uses of social media that had not been envisioned when YouTube or Twitter were founded. It is the users of YouTube and Twitter who have collectively created those innovative ways to produce and disseminate information over the Internet.

2. IP and Sources of Innovation

IP plays a big part in affecting how sources of innovation can be distributed. IP protection of fashion design is an example. Fashion’s economic and cultural value stems first

\textsuperscript{191} See ERIC VON HIPPEL, DEMOCRATIZING INNOVATION 2, 10, 72–73, 173 (2005) (noting that unrestricted access to products has resulted in important user innovations, including advances in mountain biking, wind surfing, medical equipment, and farming equipment).
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from the creative work of designers. However, the conventional IP system has not yet provided fashion designs with protection as strong and effective as it does for the creative work embodied in novels, poems, and inventions. In fact, IP protection in fashion is still very limited, making it hard for fashion designers to take legal action against the copying of their designs.200

Given the lack of effective protection for fashion designs in the conventional IP system, policymakers and scholars have engaged in a heated debate about whether there is a need to reform the IP system to protect the fashion industry.201 The European Union took the lead by setting up a Community Design System.202 While the system requires the filing of an application for designs to be registered for protection, unregistered designs still can receive automatic protection once they are published or used in trade.203 Thus, the system provides protection of fashion designs whether they are registered or not. Legislators in the United States are considering whether to develop a system of legal protection for fashion designs. The Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act, submitted to Congress in August 2010, is the latest legislative proposal.204 It would give three-year copyright protection to original and novel designs.205

However, some scholars and policymakers argue that fashion has thrived very well in the absence of strong IP protection. First, fashion necessitates borrowing from earlier designs, something made possible by weak IP rules.206 Second, copying results in greater sales of fashion products, shortening the lifespan of fashion trends.207 This, in turn, spurs innovation in the fashion industry as a whole.

Against this backdrop, beefing up IP protection of fashion designs is likely to dampen the vibrancy of innovation in the fashion industry. It would make it much harder for many fashion designers to borrow from existing design elements and remix them with their own ideas. Therefore, stronger IP protection might hamper the many designers holding no IP rights from enriching the fashion industry.

3. *Shanzhai* and Sources of Innovation

The *shanzhai* phenomenon further raises the question of how IP law can help achieve a socially beneficial distribution of sources of innovation. The core concern is how IP law should
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206 See, e.g., Kal Raustiala & Christopher Sprigman, *The Piracy Paradox: Innovation and Intellectual Property in Fashion Design*, 92 VA. L. REV. 1687, 1704 (2006) (noting that design patents are unavailable in practice since they are only available for designs that are truly “new,” and not for “reworkings” of earlier designs).
facilitate user innovation\textsuperscript{208} and innovation in the use of cultural power. \textit{Shanzhai} products are the result of collaboration fostered among sectors of the public, which enhances technological and cultural development. Most \textit{shanzhai} products and activities involve different types of user innovation and innovation in the exercise of cultural power.

\textit{Shanzhai} production primarily operates through an open-access model, which encourages an ethos of sharing information without IP protection. With the emergence of \textit{shanzhai} cell phones, it has become commonplace to share information over the Internet about designing and producing cell phones. There are websites, blogs, and online discussion forums dedicated to providing details about the latest trends and technologies for cell phones.\textsuperscript{209} One online discussion forum for sharing such information, which is divided into more than forty sections, had nearly 130,000 registered users and 800,000 posts in March 2009.\textsuperscript{210} The dual SIM card function installed in many \textit{shanzhai} cell phones\textsuperscript{211} further illustrates the open-ended model of user innovation unleashed by the \textit{shanzhai} phenomenon. Users who contributed to the production of \textit{shanzhai} phones came up with this function after they found it inconvenient to use cell phones with only a single SIM card. (Producers of mainstream cell phones did not bother to address this problem for ordinary users.) \textit{Shanzhai} cell phone users also participate in online discussions about circumventing cell phone software that is not compatible with \textit{shanzhai} phones or has undesirable features that mislead users to pay for extra services. One outcome has been active communication concerning how to jailbreak smart phones such as the iPhone.\textsuperscript{212}

Moreover, there are \textit{shanzhai} activities that have promoted innovation in the use of cultural power. The \textit{Shanzhai} Spring Festival Gala exemplifies this cultural role of the \textit{shanzhai} phenomenon. The China Central TV Station (CCTV) in Beijing holds an annual Spring Festival Gala on the eve of the Chinese New Year to celebrate the most important day of the year in Chinese society.\textsuperscript{213} The Gala uses entertainment programs to portray the positive role played by the Communist Party in making China economically rich and culturally dynamic.\textsuperscript{214} The Gala, however, ignores pressing social issues that are highly problematic in China. Against this backdrop, a group of people organized the \textit{Shanzhai} Spring Festival Gala to mock the official
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event hosted by CCTV. The idea to host a *shanzhai* gala developed from individuals who watched the CCTV Gala for years and were upset about the tribute it paid to the Communist Party.

The structure of the *Shanzhai* Spring Festival Gala closely resembles the CCTV Gala, but the *Shanzhai* Spring Festival Gala parodies the CCTV Gala as too conventional and politically motivated. The *Shanzhai* Gala also emphasizes a host of pressing issues in contemporary society in China by staging specific programs that make fun of well-known songs or stage dramas featured in the CCTV Gala.

All these *shanzhai* products and activities make unauthorized use of IP rights actually or potentially owned by established companies. The products and activities include software, gala program plans, and entertainment programs protected by copyright law, as well as cell phone designs and brands protected by design and trademark law. Yet the people involved in making *shanzhai* products and activities “creatively” copied elements of these IP assets to unleash user innovation in addition to innovation generating cultural power. For these reasons, cultural critics in China have regarded these forms of *shanzhai* as “a means of self-expression . . . [that] gives people another choice and the possibility of resisting dominant cultural values.”

IV. PROMOTING SOCIAL JUSTICE THROUGH IP LAW: LESSONS FROM THE SHANZHAI PHENOMENON

The preceding part of this article explored the ways in which the *shanzhai* phenomenon has contributed to a fair sharing of three kinds of resources that ought to be redistributed in the area of intellectual property law. But there remains a question as to whether or not the redistributive schemes initiated by the *shanzhai* phenomenon will reconfigure the fundamental IP protections that are central to the success of luxury companies. When we take into account the fact that China has long been notorious for rampant IP piracy and counterfeiting activities, the IP protection question deserves further detailed discussion.

“[T]o steal a book is an elegant offense” is a theme in Chinese culture that Professor William Alford explored, raising the question of whether *shanzhai* has been used as a defense that legitimizes its existence. It is true that the *shanzhai* products branded as “ADIDOS,” “LU,” “SAMSONG,” and “LIKE,” bear strong resemblances to the original ADIDAS, LV, SAMSUNG, and NIKE products and have infringed on IP rights enjoyed by the owners of these brands. Accordingly, critics argue that IP law should not allow the *shanzhai* models to be used by counterfeiters as a camouflage for blatant infringing activities. Without strong IP protection, creators would lack incentive to create and disseminate innovative products.

Yet a closer look at the *shanzhai* phenomenon provides a different vantage point from
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which we can reconsider these arguments. IP law should be used as a tool to penalize the shanzhai products and activities that amount to blatant, willful infringements of IP rights, but should not be used to suppress the shanzhai phenomenon as a whole. This is because, as I show in the following Part of this Article, the shanzhai phenomenon carries substantive and symbolic value for redistributing the three kinds of resources discussed in Part III. Both the substantive and symbolic values are vital for reducing inequality caused by the IP system.

A. The Substantive Value

1. IP and the Rawlsian Difference Principle

Commentators have applied the Rawlsian Difference Principle to consider the ways in which inequality issues caused by IP protection can be addressed. Hailed as the foremost rule to promote justice in a liberal society, the Rawlsian Difference Principle dictates that social inequalities are justified if and only if they work to the benefit of the least advantaged in society. Rawls pointed out that “social order is not to establish and secure the more attractive prospects of those better off unless doing so is to the advantage of those less fortunate.” Applying the principle to the “likely medical needs” of the least advantaged, Rawls stated that “[w]ithin the guidelines of the difference principle, provisions [of medicines] can be made for covering these needs up to the point where further provision would lower the expectations of the least advantaged.”

Following this principle, many scholars and activists have urged that IP laws should be reformed to accommodate the needs of the most disadvantaged, such as those who have no or limited access to HIV-related drugs or copyrighted textbooks. In his seminal book justifying IP, Robert Merges draws on the Difference Principle to argue that “the inequality created by the IP system is a justifiable form of inequality when viewed from the perspective of society’s most
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disadvantaged citizens.”

In this section, I argue that the Rawlsian Difference Principle is inadequate to deal with inequality issues caused by IP protection. When applying this principle, many scholars fail to account for the two issues central to promoting justice within the ambit of IP law: first, what ought to be distributed or redistributed, and second, who ought to be the beneficiaries of pro-justice redistribution in the IP system. I contend that the three redistributive justice mandates discussed in this article have the potential to overcome the limitations of the Rawlsian Difference Principle for these issues. Moreover, this theory paves the way for rethinking how to take social justice issues seriously in the area of IP law.

The first problem with the Rawlsian Difference Principle is its limited ability to define the nature of the social resources that ought to be subject to redistribution for the purpose of promoting justice. In *A Theory of Justice*, Rawls states that the Difference Principle simply constitutes a primary rule that governs how primary social goods should be redistributed in a property-owning democracy.229 Primary social goods, according to Rawls, include rights, liberties, opportunities, income, and wealth.230 A property-based adjustment scheme is very important to achieve a just distribution of primary social goods for the most disadvantaged members of society pursuant to the Difference Principle. Rawls points out that “there is a distribution branch. Its task is to preserve an approximate justice in distributive shares by means of taxation and the necessary adjustments in the rights of property.”

It is relatively easy to apply the Difference Principle to deal with redistributive justice issues in property law. Property law regulates the allocation and redistribution of tangible resources, which are likely to be concretizable and monetizable. For example, when a privately owned house is expropriated by the government for the public interest, the resource subject to redistribution is a tangible three-dimensional object in a particular place of the world. In that case, the government needs to pay the owner just compensation for the expropriation of his house.232 The same applies to the taxation of property as a tool for redistributive purposes. It is relatively easy to ascertain the things subject to taxation and the amount of tax imposed by the state. Therefore, tangible resources protected by property law match comfortably with redistributive justice mandates based on the Difference Principle, which requires the use of resources in favor of the least advantaged.

Unlike real property law, IP law, an area of law that regulates the allocation and distribution of intangible resources such as the expression of ideas and commercial logos protected by copyright and trademark respectively, is not easily compatible with the Rawlsian Difference Principle. The nature of intangible resources fundamentally differs from the nature of tangible resources protected by property law. Intangible resources protected by IP law are not amenable to concretization and monetization. First of all, they may exist in both private spaces (when a person reads a book) and in public spaces (when a writer publishes his book or a

228 MERGES, *supra* note 22, at 117.
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230 Id. at 54.
231 Id. at 245. Taxation can be seen as part of a property-based adjustment scheme, because people pay government taxes on the basis of what they own (property tax and income tax). In this sense, taxation acts as a scheme to adjust the extent to which people can own properties.
232 See U.S. CONST. amend. V (“[N]or shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”).
company advertises their goods identified by their trademarks). Because they exist in public spaces, intangible resources protected by IP law lack the spatial boundaries to be rendered concrete in the way that tangible resources can be. Moreover, they are not easily monetizable since they can be used in a non-excludable and non-rivalrous manner. For example, one’s reading of a book does not preclude others from reading it (non-excludability); nor does it diminish others’ abilities to read it (non-rivalrous). The potential of being used by numerous people in a variety of ways increases the difficulty of gauging the monetary value of intangible resources, which is necessary in order to promote the public interest through redistributive schemes.

The burgeoning literature on IP and social justice has not previously addressed the issue of the nature of resources subject to the redistributive mandate of the Rawlsian Difference Principle. There are three types of resources that need to be redistributed in the area of IP law: benefits from technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation. As shown in Part III, the distribution of these resources is crucial for dealing with the conflict between IP and social justice. First, the distribution of the benefits from technological developments ensures that people can have adequate access to and make sufficient use of technological developments. Second, the distribution of cultural power seeks to promote the ways in which resources with IP protection foster and enhance people’s capabilities to participate in the discussion and critique of social issues. Third, the distribution of sources of innovation enables users’ engagement with products and services through a wide range of innovative activities that would otherwise be limited due to IP protection of the products and services.

These three redistributive objectives derive from the unique nature of the intangible resources protected by IP law. They align with the public nature of intangible resources protected by IP law; they are not concretizable since they constantly flow in public spaces. They illustrate that intangible resources protected by IP law are inextricably intertwined with the public interest with respect to spreading the benefits from technological developments, exercising cultural power to discuss and critique social issues, and facilitating wide use of sources of innovation. Therefore, these redistributive objectives call for the redesign of IP law in a manner that will better support the public interest.

Moreover, these objectives are commensurate with the fact that the social value of intangible resources protected by IP law is not easily monetizable. We tend not to define the social value of distributing the benefits from technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation in terms of their monetary worth. Rather, we consider whether IP protection has facilitated or hampered the realization of one or all of these redistributive goals. Moreover, unlike the redistributive justice measures imposed on property owners that result in depriving them of the ownership control of their properties (e.g. a house demolished for constructing a public school), these three redistributive goals of the IP system do not produce such

233 For a discussion about the public goods nature of IP, see WILLIAM W. FISHER III, PROMISES TO KEEP: TECHNOLOGY, LAW, AND THE FUTURE OF ENTERTAINMENT 199-203 (2004); Joseph E. Stiglitz, Knowledge as a Global Public Good, in GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS: INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE 20TH CENTURY 308 (Kaul I. Grunberg et al. eds., 1999).

234 This argument does not apply to the private transactions of IP assets where they are valued with the exact amount of money. This is because these transactions are by nature done for the interests of private parties.

an outcome. Instead, they allow IP owners to keep ownership control of their IP assets. Since IP assets, as demonstrated above, can be consumed in a non-excludable and non-rivalrous manner, they can be used by IP owners as well as by other people as redistributive justice mandates. The harm caused to IP owners occurs only to the extent that they do not receive economic returns from licensing to those individuals who are the beneficiaries of the redistributive justice mandates. Yet IP owners can still receive royalties from others who are not beneficiaries of the redistributive justice mandates.

The second question arising from the direct application the Difference Principle when dealing with redistributive issues in the IP system pertains to whether or not it is fair to treat the most disadvantaged as the only relevant group of citizens for the purpose of promoting social justice. Rawls suggests several ways of defining the most disadvantaged group. An easy way, as he emphasizes, is to consider an individual’s “place in the distribution of income and wealth.” This characterization of the most disadvantaged group is “in terms of relative income and [wealth] with no reference to social positions. For example, all persons with less than half the median may be regarded as the least advantaged segment.” From this perspective, tens of millions of people with HIV/AIDS in Africa or students from poor families in developing countries without adequate access to textbooks are surely among the most disadvantaged members of society. No doubt, they are too poor to afford goods with IP protection. Therefore, IP policymakers, both at domestic and international levels, should pay special attention to the impact of IP protection on the well-being of these members of society.

However, there are other groups of people who may not be the least well-off, but who still have a high stake in information that is protected by IP law. For example, researchers at biotechnological institutions may face increased difficulties when conducting scientific research due to barriers caused by gene patents. A publisher was enjoined from quoting 300 words from former President Ford’s 500-page memoir. Gay Olympic Games organizers were penalized for using the Olympic trademark. All these people are by no means the most disadvantaged members of society in terms of their income. Nor are they the most disadvantaged members in terms of their social positions. They enjoy the same position of equal citizenship as everyone else does. What they are not able to do, in this context, is use others’ IP assets without the permission of the IP owners. Since these users are not recognized as members of the worst-off group, the Difference Principle fails to provide them with support to assert their interests in justice-oriented schemes in IP law.

The three kinds of social resources subject to the redistributive objectives needs in IP law have the potential to fill the gap left by the application of the Rawlsian Difference Principle. They require that redistributive justice should not only focus on the least well-off, but should also
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support others whose interests in using IP protected resources may be unfairly affected by IP law. For example, in the gene patent case, we also need to examine whether the benefits of biotechnological developments and the sources of innovation for these developments have been distributed in a way that benefits appropriate researchers. In the news reporting and Gay Olympic Games cases, we need to examine whether cultural power has been fairly distributed to different members of our society. These inquiries support a premise: while IP owners receive benefits from IP protection, both the worst-off group of people and also other groups of people should enjoy the distributions of benefits of technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation. IP ownership should not prevent a fair distribution of these resources.

However, this does not necessarily mean that the Rawlsian Difference Principle has no utility in promoting justice in the IP system. When it is applied to the distribution of intangible resources in the IP system, we must recognize that the principle has limitations and needs to be modified to align with the three redistributive justice objectives. Yet the principle remains critically important to the most disadvantaged members of society. They have extremely limited power to influence the political process, which could be skewed by copyright-based conglomerates. From this perspective, the principle lends very strong moral support for distributing intangible resources in a just way in order to benefit the most disadvantaged.

2. The Utilitarian Justification for IP

The second substantive value of the shanzhai phenomenon stems from its repudiation of the incentive–based justification for expansive IP protection, which has achieved a dominant position in IP theory. Commentators contend that IP is necessary because it provides authors, innovators, and traders with the incentives to create. While the initial process of creation can be arduous and costly, copying is easy and cheap. This stark contrast makes it likely that copiers can easily free-ride on efforts of the creator. Gradually or overnight, creators may lose their competitiveness in the marketplace if copiers can distribute cheaper products or services. This vulnerability to free-riding activities may deter risk-averse creators from investing in creative work. IP protection gives creators a set of exclusive rights to use their creations, and copiers are penalized if they use IP without the owner’s consent. Hence, IP provides assurance to creators that their efforts will be protected against unauthorized uses and that they will recoup investments if commercial exploitation of their creations occurs, thus providing an incentive for creative work.

The three redistributive justice mandates gleaned from the shanzhai phenomenon, however, reveal that the incentive-based justification for stringent IP protection has two serious
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limitations. First, the shanzhai phenomenon shows that IP-backed incentives may not be essential for innovative endeavors to realize business success and generate social benefits. Even though many shanzhai companies copy products made by luxury brands, they actually have little impact on the market share of luxury companies. Rather, the luxury market, as Part I showed, achieved an unprecedented rapid growth in China at the same time that the shanzhai phenomenon grew from its infancy to nation-wide popularity. For example, there have been at least six shanzhai versions of the Apple iPhone, but Apple has never bothered to enforce its IP rights against these shanzhai phones in the market. It is clear that Apple understands that its efforts to lead innovation in product developments will secure its continued success in the market. From this perspective, Apple should not divert resources to enforce its IP rights in the Chinese market. Rather, it should concentrate on how to offer more innovative products and to implement more creative marketing strategies in China. To date, that strategy has worked very well for Apple in the Mainland China market.

Second, the shanzhai phenomenon raises the question of whether the incentive-based theory embodies an adequate vision for accommodating and promoting social justice. The incentive-based theory lends strong support to the argument that whenever an unauthorized use of IP would cause economic harm to an IP owner, IP law should be invoked to penalize the user. It assumes that an IP owner, as the creator of the protected resource, necessarily knows how to use his or her IP in an efficient way. The more IP owners receive protection from the law, the more IP assets will be created. In aggregate, penalizing unauthorized uses of IP assets, therefore, would lead to increased efforts to create assets that can receive IP protection.

This argument ignores the issue that strong protection of IP owners’ interests does not necessarily promote social justice in achieving a fair distribution of resources. Instead, such protection condones and facilitates an unfair distribution of resources. Put differently, the incentive theory is intended to make the “pie” of IP assets as big as possible, but it does not address whether the distribution of the “pie” is just or not.

The recent expansion of IP protection has been skewed, distributing resources to IP right holders in the name of providing adequate incentives for investment. The tension between strong protection of IP rights and the distribution of the benefits from technological developments, cultural power, and sources of innovation demonstrates that those expansions have been accomplished at the expense of the public interest at large.

To be sure, justice and moderate redistribution of resources in IP law is not intended to
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suppress or sabotage the market position of IP owners. The coexistence of the *shanzhai* phenomenon and the luxury market in China illustrates this point. Their coexistence shows that we can use IP as a tool to promote social justice. It may slightly harm the interests of IP owners, but the harm need not reach a level that prevents IP owners from creating and marketing their products.

3. Further IP Reforms

The social justice theory of IP law, as discussed earlier, focuses on whether IP law promotes the redistribution of three kinds of social resources. From this perspective, redistributive needs become the benchmark against which we can consider whether IP law should be reformed in order to promote social justice. The frequent uses of copyrighted works and trademarks by the *shanzhai* movement should prompt Chinese legislators to clarify the scope of both copyright and trademark fair use doctrines.\(^{251}\) For example, Chinese IP law does not clearly specify whether use of a copyrighted work or trademark to make parodies and to circumvent technological measures for software compatibility purposes and jailbreaking smartphones\(^{252}\) falls within the scope of the fair use doctrine.

As discussed in Parts I and II, there are many parodies among *shanzhai* cultural activities. For example, they make fun of Chinese or Hollywood blockbuster films that are protected by copyright law. The problem for parody makers is that parody is not statutorily recognized as a fair use of a copyrighted work. Article 22(1) of the Chinese Copyright Law\(^{253}\) lists twelve categories of fair uses that give the public the right to limited uses of copyrighted works without permission from copyright holders. These exceptions include fair uses for news reporting, teaching, or research.\(^{254}\) The list of permissible fair uses set out in Article 22 is said to be exhaustive.\(^{255}\) Many scholars in China hold the view that fair use exceptions make inroads into
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the copyright holder’s market. As such, permitted fair use practices should be clearly limited. Hence, the list of permissible fair uses in Article 22(1) should not be considered nebulous and illustrative, and should be considered to be exhaustive. If a use does not fit into the scope of any of the exceptions, it should not be deemed fair use.

Parody is not listed as a statutory fair use defense against an allegation of copyright infringement in Chinese copyright law. Further, unlike in the United States, where a series of judicial decisions have recognized parody as a paradigmatic fair use of copyrighted materials, there is no case law on parody and fair use in China. Thus, whether parody is fair use is a gray area in Chinese copyright law. This may have chilling effects on the enjoyment of the free speech right because it makes it very difficult for the public to know in advance whether or not they are allowed to use a copyrighted work for making a parody.

Although a parody draws on a copyrighted work, it is by nature a “cultural practice which provides a relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice.” While a parody provides fun for its maker and audience, it has power to encourage people to participate in discussion of a wide range of issues concerning society at large. Therefore, it promotes cultural exchange in a society. In particular, parody is an important vehicle for people to convey their critiques of cultural phenomena. From this perspective, recognizing parody as a fair use meets the need to promote the distribution of cultural power among different groups of people.

The phenomenon that has fostered the creation of shanzhai parodic works demonstrates the necessity of recognizing parody as fair use in Chinese Copyright Law. Alternatively, there may be a need to have a paradigmatic change to the fair use system in China, making it an open-ended system as in the United States. Otherwise, the omission of parody as an expressly recognized fair use will continue to undermine the enjoyment of the free speech right in China.

In fact, China is not alone in having no explicit statutory or judicial recognition of parody as a fair use. In Canada, for example, parody is not accepted as a defense that exempts a user of copyrighted work from liability for copyright infringement. In Canwest v. Horizon, the publisher of the Vancouver Sun filed a lawsuit against the defendant’s publication of a pro-Palestinian parody of the paper. The court ruled that parody is not a defense against the allegation of copyright infringement. Parody has also not been accepted as a defense in the United Kingdom. Despite a call to create a fair dealing limitation on copyright that accommodates
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parody. The UK Intellectual Property Office stated, “the advantages of a new parody exception were [not] sufficient to override the disadvantages to the creators and owners of the underlying work. Thus, there is no proposal to change the current approach to parody, caricature and pastiche in the UK.”

B. The Symbolic Value

The needs to distribute the three kinds of resources also bear strong symbolic value in promoting social movements for achieving justice. First, they have the symbolic value to mobilize social movements that fight for justice in a hostile political environment. The recent pro-justice campaigns to expand the availability of patented drugs and to promote access to knowledge took place in a relatively liberal environment. Civic activists, academics, and journalists all voiced concerns about the negative role of IP protection in causing social injustice.

As shown in Part III, the shanzhai phenomenon has signaled the urgent need to organize a civil rights movement in China to combat inequality. In China, public discussion about the cause of massive nation-wide food insecurity became a sensitive political issue subject to speech control. The shanzhai phenomenon, however, has broken through speech surveillance and control by the Chinese government. It has engaged so many people and made such wide use of new social media that the government has been unable to carry out effective measures to censor shanzhai-related speech activities. This success derived from mobilizing people at the grassroots level including university students, migrant workers, and the unemployed. Moreover, the shanzhai phenomenon hugely benefited from the emergence of new social media such as online forums, blogs, and video sharing websites, which have engaged people in discussions about social issues. One commentator insightfully pointed out “the shanzhai characteristics of parody, anarchy and ridicule – all of which arise from the displacements of exile, with an ironic media and against the official declarations of social harmonization.” In many cases, a shanzhai product or activity quickly became very popular shortly after being reported on the Internet. Some copying acts of the shanzhai phenomenon, have violated Chinese IP law, but violating law has become an inevitable means of promoting social justice in China. It signals to the public that “imitation is
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the sincerest form of rebellion in China.”

This symbolic value of the shanzhai phenomenon lies in its power to signal the need for civil disobedience to the economically poor, the politically marginalized, and the culturally weak.

Thus, the shanzhai phenomenon has conveyed Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” message to the Chinese public. The message calls for the Chinese public to rise up and fight for social justice. The power wielded by the shanzhai phenomenon may have sown the seeds of a groundbreaking civil rights movement, pressuring the government to reform and to consider the interests of the poor more seriously.

In addition to creating new ways to fight for justice, the shanzhai phenomenon also expands the breadth of pro-justice social movements by channeling broader issues that have become problematic in society. First, the shanzhai phenomenon criticizes consumerism that is socially harmful. It presents a radical critique of the prevalence of luxury products among the rich in China by revealing to the public a host of social problems behind it. The corruption underlying the luxury market is very serious. The majority of purchased luxury goods are given between men as gifts in business transactions to create social networks. Often these actions are bribes of governmental officials or officials working in state-owned companies. The shanzhai phenomenon also critiques strong conspicuous consumerism among the rich in China who have not paid due regard to their social responsibilities. Rich Chinese consumers are now famous for their lavish spending habits. Sadly, luxury products are now commonly designed to cater to the needs of conspicuous spending behaviors, with their glamorous brands strongly protected by IP law. Luxury is simply a product packaged and sold by multibillion-dollar global corporations focused on growth, visibility, brand awareness, advertising, and, above all, profit.

By using IP assets and even violating IP law, the shanzhai phenomenon raises the question of why strong IP protection should be provided for a luxury industry that facilitates corruption and conspicuous consumerism, both of which are characteristics of the rich who disregard their social responsibilities. Silent changes have taken place in China. For example, the HiPhone, a typical shanzhai cell phone, has been hailed as “the poor man’s iPhone,” which ostensibly ridicules the high-priced iPhone. An “interesting change of attitudes in youth (in big cities like Shanghai and Beijing)” is reported to be “the diversified meaning of ‘status’; while big brands may embody a ‘status’ in conventional way, shanzhai phones may imply a ‘status’ of rebellion.”

Additionally, the shanzhai phenomenon shows the stark landscape of a wide range of needed reform and in generating a series of important legal shifts along the way”).
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inequality problems that have become enormous in Chinese society. The glamour of luxury stores hides these problems, but shanzhai brings them to the forefront of public discourse on social reforms. China underwent a rapid economic reform in the past thirty years, shifting from a state-planned economy to a free market-based system. Its rapid economic growth brought a host of social problems in almost all sectors of society. The Gini coefficient, widely recognized as a yardstick to measure inequality of distribution of wealth, has increased by about 50%, from around thirty to forty-five over the past twenty-five years. A World Bank report bluntly summarizes the situation:

Not everyone has participated in the economic success equally. Income inequality in China has increased significantly since the start of economic reforms, and China is no longer the low-inequality country it was a quarter century ago . . . . Where China stands out is in the magnitude of the increase in inequality and the pace at which it has occurred. The rise in inequality is the result of both a widening income gap between the cities and the countryside, as well as growing inequality within rural and urban areas.

The shanzhai phenomenon reveals the harsh realities of massive inequality in China. To some extent, it runs directly counter to a strategy that has been long used by the Chinese government, which prioritizes economic growth as the top concern of social development. As the Chinese government has publicized this strategy of economic growth through major media outlets in China, it has indoctrinated people with the ideology of economic growth. Making money to pursue economic well-being has become like a religion for millions of people in China. The growth of the luxury market fits perfectly with this strategy. As people become richer, luxury products present them with the maximum rewards for religiously chasing money. By contrast, the shanzhai phenomenon reveals that the ideology of economic growth has worsened social inequality and does not do justice to the interests of the poor. It informs the public of worsening social ills and calls for the government to reform its main strategy of development.
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Although social justice is a value central to humanity and civilization, we live in an unequal society polarized by the unfair distribution of resources. People still live in poverty and even die from the lack of food. Other people, however, are rich enough to shop happily in luxury stores without regard for those who die of hunger. This stark contrast questions whether we are civilized enough to call ourselves human beings or instead lack the ability to sense the pain of our peers.

Forty years ago John Rawls’s groundbreaking book, A Theory of Justice, radically transformed our vision of justice. Yet social inequality has continued to worsen in our society. Individuals who possess great resources have done little to fulfill their social responsibility to curb injustice. When a Danish artist used the legendary Louis Vuitton monograms as part of her artwork to call for global attention to the war in Darfur, Louis Vuitton moved to stop this benign action in the name of protecting its intellectual property.

Confronted with these harsh realities, we must act in concert to fight for justice and equality. In contrast to China’s large and growing luxury market, the shanzhai phenomenon has championed the cause of social justice, embodying a common pursuit for dignity and humanity in civilized society. From this perspective, the shanzhai phenomenon, as one commentator has described, might “translate best as Robin Hood culture meets British satire Little Britain or, to cross a few borders, the Australian political outlaws in The Chaser’s War on Everything meets Tina Fey’s Sarah Palin from the 2008 United States election campaign.” It encourages IP law to be redesigned to support the redistribution of three kinds of resources: benefits from technological development, cultural power, and sources of innovation.

The goal of promoting the agenda of social justice in our society cannot come to fruition without civil movements powered by shanzhai-type cultural phenomena. A government will not take seriously a politically dormant mass sleeping quietly underneath a dead volcano. Only by exposing the government to an erupting active volcano can citizens force those in power to act for social justice.
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